CHILD

CHILD

PLAYER VIDEO CONSENT FORM
NAME OF CHILD

NAME OF PARENT/
GUARDIAN
(delete as applicable)
EMAIL ADDRESS
CONTACT NUMBER

We would like to collect and use your child’s personal data for the reasons set out below. By law
we must tell you how we would like to use the data and obtain your permission on behalf of the
child. For further information please see overleaf.
If you give us consent and you later change your mind, you can withdraw your consent at any time
by contacting us at;
INSERT APPROPRIATE DATA

Filming
We like to film training sessions and matches so that we can:
1.
2.

review them afterwards for performance and training purposes; and
upload them (or parts of them e.g. highlights) onto Pitchero so other people registered to
Pitchero can watch them.

In such circumstances we will be the data controller. Where we upload the videos to Pitchero,
Pitchero will be the data processor.

□ Yes - I give my consent to the Child being filmed and for the footage to be used for:
−
−

training and improvement purposes; and
uploading onto Pitchero.

□ No – I do not give my consent to the Child being filmed
Sharing
Pitchero will own any footage that we upload to the Pitchero site. Pitchero may use the footage
online and may share and upload the footage onto third party platforms, for example, Facebook.
When we upload the footage to Pitchero, Pitchero will become a joint data controller.

□ Yes - I give my consent for footage to be uploaded and shared on third party platforms.
□ No – I do not give my consent for any footage containing the Child to be shared on third party
platforms.
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PARENT/GUARDIAN NAME(S)

PARENT/GUARDIAN SIGNATURE

DATE

What is personal and sensitive data?
Personal data is data which can be used to identify you. This may include your name, date of birth,
address, telephone number etc.
Sensitive data is information related to any of the following: racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious beliefs and health.

Where will you store my data?
Where footage is not uploaded onto Pitchero it will be stored on the recording device and any IT
system that the club uses. It may be accessed by any member of the club’s;
INSERT APPROPRIATE DATA

Where footage is uploaded to Pitchero it will be stored on a cloud used by Pitchero. Where the
footage is uploaded onto third party platforms it will be stored by the third party either on a host
server or on a cloud.

What is a Data Controller?
A Data Controller is someone who is responsible for your data and who must make sure that your
data is processed in a lawful manner. They are responsible for making sure that the information
held about you is accurate and that it is kept secure.

What is a joint Data Controller?
This means that both the club and Pitchero are jointly responsible for your data. Where this applies
both the club and Pitchero will be responsible for ensuring your data is processed according to the
law.

Can I withhold my consent?
Yes we will not record information unless you provide consent.
We will not share information with anyone else without consent, unless required to do so by law.
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Can I change my mind?
Yes, if you change your mind about the Child being filmed, please contact below and we will not
include the Child in any further filming. You acknowledge that we cannot delete the Child from any
existing footage that was filmed during any period when you did consent to filming.
INSERT APPROPRIATE DATA
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